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In 2015, Jennifer Siebel released on Netflix a
documentary about how to raise a healthier generation of
men and exploring the culture’s definition of masculinity
« The Mask You Live In », creating a buzz around the toxic
masculinity which has been spread around in several
cultures, giving rebirth to the question of What does it
mean to be a man today.

Evolving with multiple network, the question is
still today asked, and answers turn around the concept
of loyalty with your family and peers (with the redefinition
of bromance), of diversity (disrupting the marketing
and commercial spheres), emancipation (emancipating
masculinity from gender). Gender-fluidity is also rising,
queering and opening up the conception of masculinities
for a new conception of fatherhood.
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As stereotypes can be toxics, the patriarchal
figure is challenged. Old Manhood codes are throwing
out giving place for Men to authenticity and empathy,
encouraging men to show and share their feelings (Boys
don’t cry has become Boys do cry). In the 2017 GQ
Australia Masculinity Survey, 38,3 % of the respondents
agreed that it is great for men to show their emotions
more than they used to. Pressure on the body image is
rising with social media where men aged between 18-34
years old are making a concerted effort to appear more
attractive (according to the latest Men’s Health survey
released in 2017). The use of steroids and the rise of
the performance trend is also shaping a general male
anxiety.
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DEFINITION
A
new
study
by
global
communications firm Ketchum shows
that the definition of wellness is
equally emotional as it is physical,
and that today's wellness influencer
is most commonly young, male,
and ranks mindfulness and positive
relationships among his top goals for
well-being.

BEAUTY
“ Toxic Masculinity : Is a social science term that
describes a narrow repressive type of ideas about
the male gender role, that defines masculinity as
exaggerated masculine traits like being violent,
unemotional, sexually aggressive, and so forth.
Also suggests that men who act too emotional or
maybe aren’t violent enough or don’t do all of the
things that “real men” do, can get their “man card”
taken away.”

“The most destructive words that every boy receives
when growing up is to “man up”. Boys are effectively
cut off from their feelings and emotions, their deepest
and most vulnerable selves. It leaves little boys, and
later, men, emotionally disembodied, afraid to show
weakness.
Society encourage boys to be competitive, focus on
external success and repress their vulnerable emotions.
When boys violate the code, they might be shamed. This
process of disconnecting boys from their “feminine” or
more accurately, “human” emotional selves is deeply
harmful” says Victoria Villasana, textile artist, interview
from @ thebookofman

MARKET GROWTH
“The taboos are slowly dropping,
and a growing number of men are
using anti-ageing serums and masks,
beauty devices and even make-up,”
says Naira Aslanian, Report Manager
of Kline’s US Male Grooming Market
Report.
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Croono, 2018, Taeheon Kim
Croono is a modular makeup brush for men that
enables them to define and assert their own
masculinities.
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CHALLENGE
COSMETICS BUSINESS, 2018
“What’s clear is that men are no
longer buying into clichés and heavy
handed promises,” according to
Lucie Greene, Worldwide Director
of JWT’s Innovation Group. In this
new wave of men’s beauty, brands
move away from stereotypical
communication and product design,
and instead place the emphasis on
results and performance instead of
gender, are expected to win.
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Solid State
Solid grooming products for men. Australian
made.
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#ecologists
#mindfulness
#wellbeing

: CLEAN URBANIST
Those men are cultivating their personal
network by exploring daily care and treatments
towards their loved ones, trying to be a figure
of assurance, confort and kindness. They search
for organic materials and healthy lifestyles (nonalcoholic drinks, cruelty-free products, flexitarien
diets, etc. ) as well as mental wellbeing.

Hims is helping men feel good about
taking care of themselves.
Hey Gents is a lifestyle publication with
a light and clean aesthetic lifestyle.
Promundo is a global leader in
engaging men and boys in promoting
gender equality and preventing
violence.
Luke Ambler is the creator of Andy’s
men club, a talking group for men to
open up about their mental health.
Ambler started the #itsokaytotalk
campaign, which encourages men to
share selfies making the “okay” sign
with their hands as a way to start
important conversations.
Ayurvedic Guide to Men’s Health
by Banyan Botanicals exploring
ayurvedic approaches specifically for
men.
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#familyman
#fatherhoodrocks
#fathersday
#dadvertising

: FATHERHOOD GURU
In the quest of fulfilling their adult life
and echoing the rise of the digital world carrying
new manhood models throughout the world,
communities of new dads are emerging. They try
to create new family rituals, codes, encouraging
empathy, honesty and self-expression.

14% of single parent households were
headed by fathers in 1960, today
almost one-quarter (24%) are.
Compared with fathers heading
households with two married
parents, single dads are younger, less
educated, less financially well-off and
less likely to be white.
Source : Pew Research Center analysis
of Decennial Census and American
Community Survey data.

Fatherly is a digital lifestyle brand providing
parenting experts insights, advices, gear reviews
and life tips.
@thefathership is an instagram account owned
by two single dads who are sharing their daily life.
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: MATURE

#slow
#maturemen
#boomers
#grooming

Matures believe that identity demands time to be build. They take
time to experience themselves, taking part into different slow movements
(slow fashion, slow beauty, etc) and try to learn from the past (DNA as a
biological tree, family ancestors, grandpa tips, etc..). Ageing is here a sign
of beauty which is defined by historic references, vintage aesthetics and
strategies.

According to research conducted by
the RSPH, almost half of women and
a quarter of men feel an immense
pressure to maintain a youthful
appearance.
Mariano Di Vaio is “a new dad, an
avid gym goer, and grooming guru “:
@marianodivaio.
Collezione
barbiere
shaving
brush and razor by Aqua Di
MC1R is the first magazine for Parma is handcrafted in Italy
redheads worldwide.
and take inspiration into vintage
craftmanship.
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Design & Foresight
Consultancy

cadrien@territoiresfuturs.com
Territoires is a design and innovation consultancy
agency based in Paris (France), we provide future
studies and design recommandations for creative
brands. Our expertise comes from a background
in design (research, product, color & material
innovation), trend forecasting and mass market
companies. Our methodologies and approaches
allow us to anticipate long-term and current
changes and to actively participate in the process
of change.
Anticipate the Futures to craft your own !

